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On behalf of the Millfields Trust we would like to thank all
our tenants, members, contractors, individuals
and partnership organisations for their ongoing support.
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MESSAGE FROM

the chair

Fr Sam Philpott MBE SSC

Chair

Welcome!
First, I want to respect the memory of Louise Stonley, my predecessor as Chair of the
Trust, and to offer our condolences to Louise’s family. Her memory will never fade because
we have a building in the Millfields estate named after her.
pleased to report that our proposals have reached the
stage of seeking planning permission for a development
that will be exemplary in its design and its multiple uses.

What a year it has been!
Last year our AGM was in printed word and via
Zoom. This year my welcome to each of you as you
read this Report and attend our AGM 2021, hopefully
in person, is as genuine as ever. Thank you on behalf
of both our directors and our staff for your continued
support and encouragement.

Thank you to those of you who participated in the
consultations we undertook in such challenging
circumstances. This new development will be influenced
not only by our professions, our directors, and our staff
but by our community. It really will be stunning, and
you can be proud that you have helped to make it so.

Covid19 has been and will continue to be a real
challenge!

A big thank you to Plymouth City Council and Power to Change
for their support throughout the Covid Crisis. The Millfields Trust values
our relationship with Plymouth City Council and their ongoing support.
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE

#INSPIREME

I promised last year that this development must enrich
people’s lives by providing the best environment in
which to live, work and play. Professor Bob Brown of
Plymouth University is keeping us true to that promise.

I have been amazed at how well the Trust has
done under the leadership of Roger Pipe, our Chief
Executive, and his team. They have not only kept
the Trust functioning and focused on our aspirations
and hopes to make Stonehouse a thriving place in
which both to live and to work, they have excelled in
doing so beyond our wildest dreams.

Celebrating 20 years of business

It has been a real joy to chair a Board of Directors
who are unanimously committed to work as a team
to make good things happen, and good things will
happen not least because we all recognise that our
staff and community are part of that team.

The Trust has been shown to be robust in every way, and
that has allowed us, as I reported last year, to think about
a new project on the land east of Genesis. In fact, I am

Watch this space!
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MESSAGE FROM

the chief executive
Sometimes things come along that are out
of your control and cause discomfort and
uncertainty. The pandemic certainly did that,
threatening lives, and livelihoods. 18 months
on from the first lockdown we have seen
how some businesses have really struggled
while others have thrived.

businesses, meeting rooms for countless community
groups, conference rooms for all types of businesses,
a classroom for all our local primary schools, a venue
for local elections, and a host for the Bank of England
and the Romanian Embassy. HQ is an ever changing
art gallery, and via Makers HQ the building is once
again manufacturing clothing.
Makers HQ is very much part of the Millfields family,
and they along with Millfields Inspired have come
through the last year strengthened and with a vision
and plan. Elsewhere in this report you can read more
about both organisations.

As a social enterprise, our business model is based in
part on the success and prosperity of other businesses.
Without them we would need a major rethink! So, for the
past year we have worked with as many of our tenants
as possible to try to ensure that they have received the
assistance they needed to survive the pandemic. With
the help of the Government and Local Government most
have come through. Thankfully, we have even gained
tenants as the crisis has driven creativity and desire for
people to have a go at running their own business.

The Trust’s own plans will be submitted for planning
consent this month, they build on our work of the last
20 years and capture our ambitions and hope for the
future of Stonehouse.
Unfortunately, this year Louise Stonley one of our
former Chairs passed away. I would like to extend
our condolences to her family and friends.

Home to some of these new ventures is HQ, a role it
has played for 20 years. This anniversary has almost
gone unnoticed with the noise surrounding everything
connected to Covid. For many local people it is still
the “old Jaeger clothing factory”. For many others it
will always be the HQ Business Centre. Over the 20
years as HQ, it has provided a launchpad for over 200

As always, I want to conclude by thanking the Board
of Directors of the Trust who give up their time
voluntarily for the benefit of this community, and to
the staff team for the support they have given me
over the year.

Independent clothing brand “Stonehouse Union”, created by Makers HQ.
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Roger Pipe

Chief Executive
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millfields inspired
Despite everything that has been thrown at us this past year, I am thrilled to say that for
Millfields Inspired it has been a good year. It has been a time to be thankful; to people, to
technology, to new ideas, to creativity, to resilience and to The Millfields Trust.

The children welcomed all sorts of people into their
classrooms via zoom and engaged in a variety of
exciting activities. I am thankful to all the people who
gave up their time to be a part of our ‘15 Things to do
in Year 5’ programme this year. We accomplished so
much that we were able to present each pupil with
their own graduation certificate and ‘15 Things’ mug.
We also sent thankyou certificates to all our wonderful
delivery partners, to whom we are so grateful.

The headteachers wanted to be able to guide their
pupils and their families to sources of help and asked if
we could pull together a list of all the local organisations
who could assist with the whole spectrum of needs;
and ‘Our local list of help’ was created, printed and
sent home in all primary school children’s bookbags.

When something like a pandemic strikes, no-one
quite knows how the complexities of life will pan
out. People have worried about health, fitness,
mindfulness, home, jobs, finance, loved ones, food,
education, the future, the now, each other and
everything in between.
For me, a few significant things
occurred! The Millfields Inspired
board of trustees asked to meet
with the Stonehouse Primary school
headteachers via zoom to find out
directly how we might be able to help.
The headteachers were very frank and
honest about this and two things came
about as a result: Our local list of help
and ‘15 Things to do in Year 5’. Let me
explain further:

I am really looking forward now to the forthcoming
academic year where we hope to have different levels
of engagement on our ‘15 Things to do in Year 5’
programme, including real-life visits, career-focused
videos in the classroom, 360° immersive films and
zoom visits too! My biggest hope is that by June
2022 we will be able to hold a graduation ceremony
and invite the children’s families along to enjoy the
celebration of their achievements.

The trustees were generous in allowing me the creative
thinking and development time to come up with
something that would enable us to still give the year
5 children something to aspire to during the 20202021 academic year. It was clear that the Widening
Horizons programme as we know it would not be
possible, but the head teachers were very keen for the
children to have some kind of outside intervention.
The children were learning, playing and eating in their
bubbles and so to meet with other people would be
of great benefit to them. This is where the ‘15 Things
Our Prom shop
to do in Year 5’ programme was born.
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My final reason for being thankful, is to the
Millfields Trust who, without their amazing support
and annual donation to Millfields Inspired, none of
this would be possible. They really are a ‘Business
Where Community Profits’!

Josanne Stewart

Development Manager

www.millfieldsinspired.com
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MEET OUR TENANTS

rainbow counselling
Hello, I’m Suzie Clancy of Rainbow Counselling SW, and I have been
supporting people as a counsellor since 2017. I became a Genesis
tenant in June 2020, when I decided during the first lockdown to set
up independently as a specialist LGBTQ+ counsellor for Plymouth.
The Millfields Trust’s focus on community was a key
part of why I chose to base myself in Genesis Building,
and I am very glad I did. I have benefitted hugely
from starting my own company from within a place
that offers as much support as the Millfields Trust
does. This includes emails about business support
opportunities, to the surprise sausage sandwich
and ice creams here and there! It has made my first
18 months of working for myself feel anything but
lonely. Thank you!

I support people of all
genders, sexualities and
relationship types with their
mental health challenges,
including anxiety, depression,
eating disorders, addiction, difficult relationships, and
more. I find once we dig a little deeper into those terms,
what we’re exploring are very human and relatable
experiences of feeling lost, alone, powerless, afraid, and
judged. I don’t tell people what to do, instead I give them
plenty of space to tell me their story, whilst sensitively
offering questions and ways of understanding ourselves
that enable positive change. Often our work is about
releasing emotions that are hard to express outside of
the counselling space, as well as discovering how to
compassionately approach and productively channel
those emotions. I aim to help people feel validated
and empowered, whilst developing self awareness and
acceptance.

MEET OUR TENANTS

the therapy hub
The Therapy Hub is run by professional sports therapists Will
Nunn and Shannon Hoy, after both successfully qualifying as
sports therapists, they joined WMJN Sports Therapy and SLH
Sports Therapy together to create The Therapy Hub.
This year, they have
now expanded their
business and taken
bigger premises within the Millfields (former Royal
Naval Hospital) site and have launched their brand
new Sports Therapy and Rehabilitation Clinic.

The Therapy Hub chose Mary Seacole Road, The
Millfields to site their brand new business and two years
on, they have treated over 2000 clients, who have
trusted in them to make them stronger and better due
to their expertise and knowledge.
Will says “We opened our clinic with the aim to become
more available with our growing client list and offer
the best treatment and care possible. Alongside this
we completed our BSc in Sports Rehabilitation, which
gave us the opportunity to offer different services
such as Dry Needling and Dry Cupping therapy, along
with a deeper understanding of exercise therapy and
training to give our clients the results they deserve
when booking a session with us”.

They have added lots of new kit, allowing them to bring
the best possible service:
• Squat Rack, complete with Olympic Bar, Weight
Plates, Landmine Attachment and Pull Up Bar
• Cushioned Gym Flooring and Yoga Mats for 		
added comfort
• BRAND new massage couches with comfy face
and arm cradles
• Yoga Balls, Weights, and a whole host of 		
rehabilitation kit!
So, if you have an injury… Sporting or otherwise OR
fancy an amazing Sports Massage to relieve tension &
stress, look no further than The Therapy Hub.

I feel very fortunate to be able to sit with people as they
grow and improve their lives. I’m frequently amazed and
humbled by the counselling process, as it reminds me
how resilient we as humans are, how much we all have in
common, and just how powerful empathy can be.

www.the-therapy-hub.net

www.rainbowcounsellingsw.com
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block D

OUTLINE PLAN FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT
Our exciting plans for the new “Block D” development are well underway. Plymouth
based architects, Clifton Emery have taken on board the Millfields Trust’s vision and
produced unique and amazing designs of our future development, that will transform
the west end of Union Street and the Stonehouse community beyond.
to encourage and promote a vibrant community.”
The four blocks on the site, adjacent to the Genesis
Building, are connected at ground level by an arched
courtyard, gardens, and pathways to be used as
meeting places, a venue for outdoor shows and
exhibitions or just for people to sit and relax.

The stunning complex comprises four fully accessible
blocks made up of high-quality apartments,
commercial units, workspaces, outdoor gardens, and
a boutique hotel. The aim is to create an iconic, ecofriendly, and sustainable building that is a beacon for
the Stonehouse neighbourhood and a place for the
community to use and meet.
Roger Pipe, Chief Executive said: “This
community hub in which everyone is
Our ambition is for this to become the
Stonehouse and help revitalise the area.

The aim is for it to be an active public building which
will be a beacon for regeneration in Stonehouse. As a
neighbourhood centre, it will have enterprise workspace,
a community café, a mobility hub, quality homes, a
boutique hotel, and an events space.

will be a
welcome.
centre of
We want

Publication Credit: The Stonehouse Voice
Photos including cover: Clifton Emery Architects

The four buildings will be connected by a central
courtyard defined by a large lawned area that offers
an opportunity for socialising as well as room for
‘pop-up’ events.
The new development will have a spectacular Crow’s
Nest platform that will give sweeping views across
Plymouth Sound and the city. The rooftop feature
will be part of an interconnected community space
across the top floors of two of the buildings where
people can meet and relax. The Crow’s Nest, which
will also have a compass, signage and viewing
platform, will be a reference to the neighbourhood’s
proud naval heritage.
A significant feature of the buildings is that they
will feel open and welcoming, everyone will be
encouraged to be at ease and use the improved
public realm and gardens near Battery Street, where
there will be a north-south route connecting North
Stonehouse to Millbay. The completed building will
have sustainable transport solutions, including a
mobility hub and appropriate car parking levels in a
reconfigured car park space.
The new development will be built to a high sustainable
and environmentally sensitive design, and the Millfields
Trust will ensure the Stonehouse community’s needs
are a top priority.
When completed, the £10m
project will have multiple uses, including affordable
accommodation with 1, 2, and 3-bedroom apartments, a
community space, and a café. The design has extensive
landscaping to create additional outdoor space.
The building is key to the continuing regeneration
of Union Street and part of Plymouth City Council’s
Resurgam economic development project.
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Happy Birthday HQ!
Happy Birthday to our wonderful HQ Building. Refurbished over 20 years ago from its
former use as a clothing manufacturer to the bustling building it is today housing over
40 businesses!
Oh if this building could talk, it would have some
stories to tell, and it continues to be the heartbeat
of all that we do. We had a wonderful, low key
celebration BBQ with our lovely tenants, clients,
staff and board members (old and new) towards
the end of this summer to raise a glass to the walls
that have helped so many fledgling businesses over
the years, and we thank them all for their dedication
and trust in helping us achieve this milestone.
Who would have thought 20
years on, our building would
look as fantastic as it does,
accommodating many successful
businesses and entrepreneurs.
With wonderful food provided by
our multi-talented staff member
Jason and delicious cakes from
our tenant Bethany’s Bakes all
finished off with a “preview” of the
Devon Open Studios exhibition
by Rhizome Artists’ Collective.
Thanks to all who came and
Thank You HQ for the wonderful
memories and friendships that
have been made.

Andy Head, Marsh Commercial said “As always, the
event was a huge success, the food excellent, the
company varied and the hosts their usual welcoming
selves. There is no doubt that over the 20 years I
have been associated with the Trust there have been
many changes, but what has not changed are the
ethos and aims, which Father Sam summarised so
well in stressing the partnership between all those
involved. What is clear is the faces may change, but
the objectives remain and it is always nice to see new
tenants who are happy to carry on the programme
which has been so effective for Stonehouse.”
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MEET OUR TENANTS

eco environmental
Plymouth Children in Poverty (PCiP) is a campaign group bringing together all sections
of the community to try to eradicate child poverty in the city. It was born out of the
recognition that all sectors; public, voluntary, and private had to come together and act.
Whilst the group includes Millfields Trust and Millfields Inspired it also includes many of
our established and respected private sector companies here in Plymouth and of course
our City Council.
Storytelling project: Volunteers have read

The focus since inception has been to support work
that will make a lasting change to the lives of children,
a hand up and not a handout, and to try to do so
through organisations already working in this field.

stories to primary school children across the city, to
encourage a love of reading. This has been supported
by Story Gifters who have donated books for children
to take home.

At the risk of spreading ourselves too thinly PCiP have
focused on a limited number of projects, including
our own Widening Horizons project.

Career films: With the help of Two Four productions
four educational films have been produced and shown
across both secondary and primary schools in the City.

Earlier this year PCiP took a
significant step by appointing its
first Co-Ordinator. Kerry Bidwell
started with us in April and her
energy and enthusiasm has now
given real momentum to the
campaign and as a result PCiP has
now supported several projects
that are making a difference to the lives of young
people. They include:

We at Eco Environmental are all about preventing birds such as Pigeons and Gulls from
roosting and nesting on buildings. We supply and install various humane bird preventions
systems, such as Netting, Spikes and Pin and Wire, commonly referred to as N16 within
the Construction and Architecture sectors.
Despite the pandemic the Team at Eco Environmental
were able to continue working on the frontline as key
workers, providing our bespoke Bird Control solutions
to the Construction industry whilst retaining the
employment of all our Team. Having made changes
to the office to accommodate safe working we were
delighted to finally throw open the door and welcome
each member of our team back on a phased return
and make this fresh start a positive experience, it also
helped lighten the “tea making” duties!!

Our history and working relationship with the Millfields
Trust dates back to 2005, we were looking to expand
our business and required premises to accommodate
a growing team and increase our clients and turnover.
Having looked at some terrible properties to rent our
final viewing was an industrial unit within the Millfields
which we have since turned into a “home from home”
working area. We could not be happier with our choice,
one benefit to our employees are the beautiful grounds
that allow us to walk and connect with nature.

We have supported local charities and food banks
over the last 18 months with various donations in the
hope that we can try to fill the poverty gap levels
close to our workplace.

National Citizens Service. PCiP has supported
young people aged 16-18 to take part in this summer
programme which culminated in a Dragons Den event
in July this year.

Although our works are carried out on a nationwide
basis, we are firm believers of where possible keeping
things local, hence we are always happy to promote
and support local business which do so much to give
back to our local community.

Widening Horizons: Working with Millfields Inspired
to try to extend the scheme to other parts of Plymouth.
PCiP has now engaged with a significant number of
private sector companies that want to play their part in
supporting children across the city. With Kerry in post
PCiP has plans to grow and extend its reach, and in doing
so achieve its aim of ending child poverty in this City.

Superkids: working with Dartmoor Zoo to engage
with children who are in danger of falling out of the
education system.
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www.ecoltd.net
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makers hq
Our Community Interest Company is a unique collaboration between the Plymouth College
of Art, Millfields Trust, and the local Stonehouse community to reignite fashion and textiles
manufacturing in the city.
What we have done though, is step up to the plate
when UK manufacturing was needed.

Our vision is to create jobs and provide work
opportunities through our sampling studio. All
profits from this are reinvested into the provision of
our training and education programmes. These focus
on engaging and up-skilling the local community to
support progression into education and employment
within the fashion and textiles sector.

In March 2020 we were contacted by Plymouth College
of Art (PCA). A local GP, Dr Amanda Harry from West
Hoe Surgery, had put in a desperate plea as they had
run out of hospital gowns for their staff to wear. They
had started to make the gowns
themselves out of unused, boxed
cubicle curtains. PCA contacted
us as they could not cope with
the logistics and manufacture
of these. We then set up a
community of fashion students
to help. We made a new pattern,
cut 200 gowns out of curtains,
and supplied fashion students
with bundles of cut work and
threads to stitch these gowns
at home. We also supplied
some students with domestic
sewing machines from our
training unit. This work was
completed by Makers HQ free
of charge.

As I’m sure you can imagine the last 18 months have
been exceptionally difficult. In accordance with
Government guidelines, we were forced to close our
training unit on 16th March 2020 and subsequently
furloughed our teaching staff.
Our main priority during the first lockdown was to
keep our sampling studio staff employed and paid.
We packed up 2 months’ worth of work for each
staff member and drove them home with 2 industrial
machines so they could continue to work, but
from home instead of in our studio. Not only was it
essential to our staff to manage their apprehensions,
but we also needed to honour our customers and
complete their orders as planned.
All guest/customer visits to the studio were suspended,
and all work experience opportunities were cancelled.
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to set up their own fashion & textiles brands. During
lockdown they were coming to us, albeit virtually, and
we were supporting them with pattern drafting, sample
making and small production runs which they traded
online during the lockdown period. Lots of those local
start up brands have continued to trade after lockdown
and we continue to support them with our services.

This generated a huge amount of press, and the
following month we were asked to repeat the process
for Coombe House Residential home in Liskeard, which
we happily did. Again, this was free of charge.
As expected, in our sampling studio we had several
cancelled orders from customers, particularly those
with bricks and mortar stores, so we had many gaps
in our production capacity. What did happen though
was a surge in demand from businesses in our local
community that, under usual circumstances, would
have their products manufactured offshore. Wherever
possible we adapted our capabilities to help to
support the increased growth these businesses were
seeing to help them continue to trade. This often
included upskilling existing staff members.

In September, when allowed, we reopened the training
unit to complete the level 1 award that we had started
2 weeks prior to the first lockdown. This award was
funded by European Social Funding via PETROC. These
students went on to successfully complete the 10-week
course, and we achieved a 100% pass rate from ABC
Awards, our awarding body.
It’s been a crazy, busy challenging year! Thank you to
all for your support.

The lockdown has allowed a lot of people the time to think
and reflect on their lives, and due to this we have seen
an increase in people from our local community wanting

www.makershq.co.uk
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statement of comprehensive income
Year ended 31 March 2021

2021
£
Turnover

1,015,279

991,777
(475,309)

594,424

516,468

Administrative expenses

(378,169)

(340,391)

Other operating income

10,000

-

226,255

176,077

Gross profit

Operating profit

Other interest receivable and similar income		
Profit before taxation

3

226,255

176,080

20,629

(39,094)

246,884

136,986

Remeasurement of the net defined benefit plan (123,000)

130,000

Total comprehensive income for the year

266,986

Tax on profit
Profit for the financial year

2021
£

123,884

Approved by the
Board of Directors
on 14 July 2021
and signed on
their behalf by
Father Sam Philpott, Chair.
Members requiring more
detailed information can
obtain, free of charge,
a copy of the Company’s
last full accounts
and reports by emailing
info@millfieldstrust.com

Cumulative since the
beginning of trading
(1999)

£637,601.00
£637,601.00

Stonley Court Investment
Stonley Court Investment
Genesis Investment
Genesis Investment

Lord High Admiral Investment

64 Neswick Street Investment
64 Neswick Street Investment
Other Small Donations
Other Small Donations

£2,129,416

£65,129.34
£65,129.34

Millfields Inspired Donation
Millfields Inspired Donation

£58,196.00
£58,196.00
£89,790.00
£89,790.00

5,989,210 		

£464,756.00
£464,756.00

£

5,820,812

		 5,989,210		 5,820,812
Current assets
Stocks
3,398		
3,398
Debtors
102,950		
75,938
Cash at bank and in hand
603,649		
364,479
Creditors: amounts falling due
within one year

709,997		

443,815

(564,791)		

(406,686)

Net current assets		

145,206		

37,129

6,134,416		 5,857,941

Drake Foundation Donation
Drake Foundation Donation

Accruals and deferred income		(2,697,904)		(2,661,365)
Net assets excluding defined
benefit; pension plan 		
991,489		 732,605
				
Pension scheme liability		 (514,000)		 (379,000)
Net assets		

477,489		

353,605

Capital and reserves
Revaluation reserve		 1,643,543		 1,643,543
Profit and loss account		 (1,166,054)		(1,289,938)
Members funds		

£193,708.00
£193,708.00
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2020
£

Provisions for liabilities		 (447,331)		 (467,960)

Former Mazda Garage
Former
Mazda Garage
Investment
Investment
Lord High Admiral Investment

Total Donations
and Investments:

£

Creditors: amounts falling due
after more than one year		(1,997,692)		 (1,996,011)

£25,000.00
£25,000.00

£595,235.66
£595,235.66

Fixed assets
Tangible assets

Total assets less current liabilities		

donations and investments
Year ended 31 March 2021

Year ended 31 March 2021

2020
£

(420,855)

Cost of sales

statement of financial position
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477,489		

353,605

our directors

meet the team

Community Directors:
Rev Sam Philpott (Chair)
Bronwen Hewitt (Vice Chair)
Richard Fisher
Zita Moyse

Councillors:
Cllr Chris Penberthy
Cllr Glenn Jordan
Business Director:
Annmarie Allchurch

Alan Qualtrough

Roger Pipe

Chief Executive

Tenant Representative:
Peter Barlow

Honorary Vice Presidents:
Cllr Susan McDonald
Rhea Brooke

Mandy Toze

Business Development
Manager

Naomi Lloyd
Administrator
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Louise Bisson

Finance Manager

Sadie Chambers

Lilly Marchand

Finance Assistant

Debra Horide

Business Development
Manager

Office Manager

Josanne Stewart

Jason Allbutt

Development Manager
Millfields Inspired
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Maintenance

TRUST & INSPIRATION GOES
A LONG WAY IN STONEHOUSE

our premises
Creykes Court

HQ Business Centre

The Millfields

Union Street

Have you ever wondered how the Millfields Trust and
Millfields Inspired deliver Widening Horizons and other
community projects?
Located in the heart of Stonehouse, the Millfields Trust
have over 130 offices which we rent to local businesses.

Mary Seacole Road

Genesis

The Millfields

Union Street

To date, we have re-invested over £1.9 Million of our
profits back into the local community, helping to create
a brighter future for people living, working and growing
in the area.
We have been investing in the next generation for 13
years by funding Millfields Inspired, our Charity which
runs the ‘Widening Horizons’ project.
This project has given over 1500 children a unique
insight into the world of work by taking them into lots
of exciting work places.

The board of the Millfields Trust and Millfields Inspired
are committed to the long term success of Stonehouse,
it’s residents and it’s businesses, and together we wish
to see our children achieve their potential.

Interested in becoming a member?
Did you know that you can help shape the future of
Stonehouse by becoming a member of the Trust? We
are looking for people who are passionate about where
they live and who want to make a difference. Is this
you? If so then please get in touch for more information.

Convenience is Key!
• Flexible lease terms

• Social Enterprise landlords

• Virtual office and storage facilities

• Transparent pricing

• Co working space

• Conferencing suites for hire

www.millfieldstrust.com

www.millfieldsinspired.com

• Premises to suit most businesses

BUSINESS WHERE COMMUNITY PROFITS
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